I f there already existed as full and extensive logarithmic tables as will ever be wranted, and of whose accuracy we were absolutely certain, and if the evidence for that accuracy could remain unimpaired throughout all ages, then any new method of computing logarithms would be totally super fluous so far as concerns the formation of tables, and could only be valuable indirectly, inasmuch as it might shew some curious and new views of mathematical truth. But this kind of evidence is not in the nature of human affairs. Whatever is recorded is no otherwise believed than on the evidence of testimony; and such evidence weakens by the lapse of time, even while the original record remains; and it weakens on a twofold account, if the record must from time to time be replaced by copies. Nor is this destruction of evidence arising from the uncertainty of the copy's being accurately taken, any where greater than in the case of copied numbers.
It is useful then to contrive newr and easy methods for computing not only new tables, but even those we already have. It is useful to contrive methods by which any part of a table may be verified independently of the rest; for by mdcccvi.
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examining parts taken at random, we may in some cases satisfy ourselves of its accuracy, as well as by examining the whole.* Among the various methods of computing logarithms, none, that I know of, possesses this advantage of forming them with tolerable ease independently of each other by means of a few easy bases. This desideratum, I trust, the following method will supply, while at the same time it is peculiarly easy of application, requiring no division, multipli cation, or extraction of roots, and has its relative advantages highly increased by increasing the number of decimal places to which the computation is carried.
The chief part of the working consists in merely setting down a number under itself removed one or more places to the right, and subtracting, and repeating this operation; and consequently is very little liable to mistake. Moreover, from the commodious manner in which the work stands, it may be revised with extreme rapidity. It may be performed after a few minutes instruction by any one who is competent to sub tract. It is as easy for large numbers as for sm all; and on an average about 27 subtractions will furnish a logarithm acccurately to 10 places of decimals. In general subtractions will be accurate to 2 places of decimals.
In computing hyperbolic logarithms by this method it is necessary to have previously estabiised the h. logs, of -, > &c. of 2 and of 10. 999 * For example, we may wish to know whether the editor of a table has been careless. We examine detached portions here and there to a certain extent j if we find no errors, we have a moral certainty that the editor was careful, and consequently a moral certainty that the edition is accurate. -f-&C.
of which series each is more easily summed than the pre ceding.
With respect to the logarithms of and 10 there are, it is well known, various ways of computing them, and the time requisite depends greatly on the practical habits of the calcu lator. Among other ways, they may be computed by the method given in this Paper, and with what degree of expe dition, may be seen by the examples to the rules, where they are both of them worked.-f* "t It may be seen there that the logarithm of 10 by this method requires very little work. The log. of 2 may also be computed from the log. of 10 as follows.
z '° = 1024 = 1000 x (1 + 7~~) therefore log. 210-3X log. 10 -f log. (1 + " ) = 3 X log. 10+ (~r -f -^7 + 1 X =?£z------
Mr, M a n n in g 's new Method Rule. Set the number under itself, to be subtracted from itself, but removed so many places to the right as shall be necessary to make the remainder greater than 1; subtract. Proceed in the same manner with the remainder, and so on till the remainder becomes 1 followed by ~ as many cyphers as the number of decimal places you work t o ; suppose at the end of the operation you find that you have removed one place to the right and subtracted b times ; two places, c times; II. To find the h.
1. of any , whole or R u l e . Reduce the given number ( if necessary) to a whole or mixt number less than 2, by setting the decimal point after the first significant figure, or if the given number be 10 or a power of 10 after the first o; and then dividing by 2 (if necessary) till the integral part is 1.* * Find the h. 1. of this reduced number by the last rule, and add to it or subtract from it as many times the h. 1. of 10 as the decimal point was removed places to the left or rig h t; also add to it as many times the h. 1. of 2 as there were divi sions by 2. The sum is the h. 1. required.
Ex. h i. To find the h. The demonstration of the above rules is obvious. Setting the figures of a number one place to the right is dividing that number by 10 ; 2 places, by loo ; 3 places, by 1 0 0 0 and so on. And subtracting a number, so placed, from the number itself is subtracting a 10th, a 100th, a 1000th, &c. (in the re spective cases) of the number from itself; and consequently the remainders are (respectively) y9 -ths, T9 t h s , ^^-th s , &c. of the numbers subtracted from. Let b, c, , &c. denote as d x in the ru le; then the original number &c. x last remainder. Therefore the log. of the original ioj^ 100 c 1000 c\ os < n* 1 X ~999 number = bx log. ^ + cx log. + x log. ^2 + &c. -f log. of last remainder. Now the last remainder being unity followed by a certain number of decimal cyphers, its correct hyp. log., as far as twice that number of places, is (as is well know n) the decimal part itself of that remainder. Hence the rule is manifest. A similar method, by addition only, by means of the ready computed logarithms of ~, i g i , &c. might, in some cases, be used with advantage. Let N denote the given number, consisting of unity and a decimal whose h. 1. is sought; and let P denote any number less than N, and whose h. 1. is previously known. Set P under itself removed one or more places to the rig h t; add; and proceed with the sum in the same manner, till you have obtained a number, N ±'a, the difference between which and N shall be inconsiderable. Let b, c, d , &c. denote as in the rule.
Then P x X ioijf Too X roo'f I ooo X &c. =N + Therefore log. N ± a = log. P -f 6 x log.
-f* c x log. + d x log. which call B.
And log. N = log. 3^7 + log. N ± a= + B. Now we may either carry the operation so far that log.
may be neglected, or we may actually divide N by Na > ,or N -\ -ab y N ( according as the sign is -or ) and add or subtract the quotient from B.
Various artifices may be occasionally used to shorten the computation both in the method of subtraction, and in this of addition ; and the two may sometimes be advantageously combined together.
It should be observed that, in setting down the numbers, the last figure set down ought to be increased by unity when the figure immediately following in the neglected part ex ceeds 4.
